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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2549-While Sylvio was trying his best to resist the

energy emanating from Lu an, he suddenly felt the danger coming.

He wanted to respond but found that he could not move his body.

Then, his neck tightened.

Lu an had his hands on Sylvio’s neck.

Then, a force belonging to a Heavenly Overlord poured into Sylvio’s body and began

to wreak havoc, causing him to lose his ability to ght in an instant.

The overwhelming severe pain made Sylvio feel helpless.

At the same time, a bitter expression appeared on his face.

Was this the strength of the Heavenly Overlord powerhouse?

It was truly terrifying.

It was not something a partial Heavenly Overlord like him could contend with.

Soon, everything was calm.

The terrifying energy came and went quickly.

When their gures appeared again, Sylvio, the partial Heavenly Overlord, was

strangled by Lu an like a chicken and he was unable to move.

One could see how big the gap between the two was.

In a one-on-one situation, Sylvio had no way to ght back at all.

If he wanted to stop Lu an, it was only possible if there was another powerful

Heavenly Overlord or dozens of partial Heavenly Overlords attacking at the same

time.

It was only through this very risky method that he could be stopped.

Otherwise, if they fought one-on-one, they might get hurt.

No matter how many partial Heavenly Overlords there were, they were still nothing

against Lu an.

“Sylvio, you forced me to do this! Where is Elora? Are you going to tell me? If you

don’t, I’ll kill you!” The expression on Lu an’s face became extremely distorted.

Sylvio had seen Lu an’s expression before.

It was when his violent personality appeared.

The Lu an at that time was almost exactly the same as the Lu an now.

Same expression.

Same tone.

There was no emotion in his eyes, only a contemptuous look.

Sylvio suddenly understood.

Based on logical reasoning, Lu an couldn’t have broken through to the Heavenly

Overlord so quickly, especially considering he was injured when Elora failed to

restore her body.

So, a forceful attack would only be counterproductive.

However, Lu an not only did that but also succeeded, which was not logical.

The most unique thing about Lu an is that he has two personalities.

Sylvio searched Leila’s ancient historical books, but he could not nd such a

physique with dual personalities.

It only described this physique as extremely rare.

When the violent personality dominated the body, Lu an’s strength would increase,

but he would also lose his mind.

In his current state, even though Lu an was in a rage, there was still a trace of

reason.

Sylvio wondered, ‘Did the two personalities fuse?

‘Is this why he became a Heavenly Overlord?’

One had to admit that Sylvio was very good at reasoning.

What Zwei Arithmetics brought him was not only accurate prediction but also clear

thinking.

After some conversations and observation of Lu an’s performance, he could get a

pretty accurate truth of the matter.
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